
 

 

 

 

Aluminum/SteelDump Bodies 

Voth Aluminum Landscape Bodies are made for heavy duty service, without turning your truck into an 
oversized dump truck. Our bodies are custom designed according to customer needs and specifications 
and have the same features as many other larger bodies without the bulk and size. 

Features: 

 One-piece floor design with smooth under structure and low mounting height for low center of gravity and 
increased stability 

 Trunnion-mounted telescopic hoist or underbody scissor lift for maximized lifting power 

 Greaseable pivots, fittings, latches and hinges 

 D-rings inside all 4 corners of box 

 Tie down rails on sides and tailgate to secure tarps and loads 

 Tailgate dropdown safety chains, spreader chain holding retainer 

 LED lights 
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Specifications 

FEATURE STANDARD OPTIONAL/CUSTOM 

MATERIAL 
 44W Steel  Aluminum 

LENGTH 

 9’9″ (2170lbs, 2.6 cubic yards, 7-ton hoist) 

 11’9″ (2410lbs, 3.7 cubic yards, 7 or 12-ton hoist) 

 12’9″ (2641lbs, 4.1 cubic yards, 7 or 12-ton hoist) 

 13’9″ (2819lbs, 4.4 cubic yards, 12-ton hoist) 

 Custom 

WIDTH 
 96″ outside, 90.5″ inside  Custom 

FLOOR 

 3/16″ uni-body design 

 6″ sub-frame with no cross members 

 full depth rear corner posts tied to 6″ structural rear apron 
 4″ sub-frame 

SIDES 

 14″ high 

 12″9″ and 13″9″ come standard with twin fold down sides 

 Manual locking latch 

 Double wall 12 gauge steel outer, 10 gauge inner 

 Formed top rail 

 20″ high or custom 

 fold down 

 10″ wood or 6″ aluminum side extenders 

TAILGATE 

 20″ two way with quick release handle 

 One-piece 12 gauge outer, 10-gauge inner 

 Double wall sheet with full perimeter boxing 

 Flush-mount, offset tailgate hinge plates with easy release pins 

 1″ top and bottom latch pins 

 26″ two way 

HEADBOARD 

 54″ (varies to optimize fit on different chassis) 

 10 gauge with aerodynamic integral cab shield 

 Pre-punched windows 

 62″ or custom 

HOIST 

 3-stage trunnion mounted telescopic 

 Hydraulic plumbing and electric pushbutton controls 
 Underbody scissor lift 

LIGHTING 

 Stop, turn and tail lights mounted in rear posts 

 ICC and rear clearance lights with reflectors 

 All lights are LED, rubber mounted and shock resistant 
 Custom 

PUMP 

 12V electric single pump 

 Power packs mounted to side of frame 

 12V electric twin pump 

 Hydraulic power packs 

 PTO with transmission or clutch pump 

 Steel pump box enclosure with aluminum cover 

FINISH 

 Steel – black (sandblasted/epoxy primer/polyurethane paint) 

 Aluminum – unfinished 
 Custom colours 

ACCESSORIES   

 Custom tool boxes 

 Aluminum tool/shovel racks 

 Tailgate gravel chutes 

 Fold out step ladders 

 Manual or electric tarp kits 
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